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 The joint video experts team (JVET) has recently finalized a next-generation 

open-source video codec, called versatile video coding (VVC). The new 

standard presents a higher gain in the run time and rate compressions. Based 
on the reference software (VTM, VVC Test Model) of VVC, an optimized 

encoder was developed these last years resulting in a fast and efficient 

encoder, called Fraunhofer versatile video encoder (VVenC). Based on the 

Bjontegaard methodology and the GPROF profiling tool, this paper presents 
a technical complexity analysis and comparison of both VVC and VVenC. 

The appropriate comparisons cover the percentage taken by each block in 

terms of processing time and the resulting whole encoding time. The peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and bit rate between VVC and VVenC 
encoders based on the common test conditions manual are also analyzed and 

compared. The profiling results show that the VVenC encoder presents a 

maximum gain of runtime and bit rate of 90% and 20% respectively in 

classes A and D test sequences, compared to the VVC encoder. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, there is an increase in video consumption in HD and UHD formats through the internet, 

packaged media, and TVs. This has created a great demand for an efficient video compression standard that 

can trade between an efficient compression, with an accelerated encoding time and responding to the highest 

quality. To satisfy this need, we are experiencing a continuous evolution of the Video Coding Standards. In 

2013, the H.265/high efficiency video coding (HEVC) was published, this standard presented a doubled gain 

of bit rate compared to its predecessor H.264/advanced video coding (AVC), 2003 for the same video 

quality, but with a higher coding complexity [1]. The coding complexity of the HEVC standard has been 

addressed in several works, dedicated to its analysis and profiling. For example, Bossen et al. [2] presented 

an overview of the complexity and implementation issues of the HM (HEVC test model), the software 

reference of HEVC both on Intel and ARM processors. The profiling results show that in the random access 

(RA) configuration, the RDCost function takes the higher amount of time (40%) where the computation of 

the sum of absolute differences (SAD) and other distortion metrics take place, then the motion 

estimation/compensation takes the second higher percentage (20%) compared to other blocks. Similar 

complexity and performance analysis of HEVC on ARM processors has been reported by research [3], [4] 

based on both random access and all intra-configurations. Using the sequences provided by the joint 
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collaborative team on video coding (JCT-VC) common test conditions [5], the profiling results show that in 

the random access configuration, the inter-prediction and RDCost blocks consume the highest percentage 

(38% and 29% respectively) of encoding time where only the interpolation filter function takes 30% in the 

inter prediction block. In the All Intra configuration, the Transform/quantization and intra-prediction blocks 

take the most computing time (33.1% and 28.4% respectively), the highest percentage (33.1%) taken by the 

transform and quantization block is presented by the rate distortion optimization quantization (RDOQ) 

function that requires an exhaustive search over multiple candidates to determine the optimal quantized level 

through rate-distortion optimization (RDO), which leads to considerable complexity in practice. 

Versatile video coding (VVC) is the successor video compression standard of HEVC that was 

finalized in July 2020, by the joint video experts team (JVET) [6] formed by the united video expert team of 

the MPEG working group of ISO/IEC JTC and the VCEG working group of ITU-T. VVC introduced new 

technics to provide a superior compression efficiency when compared to HEVC. More recently, a most 

powerful software encoder implementation of the VVC was published; this newly published version named 

VVenC (published as open source by the Fraunhofer Institute at the end of the 2020 year), presents an 

optimized version of VTM (VVC test model) and its encoder operates much faster than the VVC standard 

encoder. However, the cost for this significant coding efficiency gain is a substantial increase in the 

computational complexity, mainly in the encoder side. So, before starting any optimization on the encoder, a 

detailed complexity analysis and comparison of performances between the different published versions 

should be performed.  

To evaluate the performances and the complexity of the published standard, the VTM encoder and 

decoder were implemented in many versions of software reference (VTM) based on Python and are available 

in the website of the VVC standard [7]. Based on this software reference many analysis works have been 

undertaken. Two studies present a comparison between the HEVC and VVC standard [8], [9]. In the first 

study [8], the obtained experimental results show that the VVC reference software provides significant bit-

rate savings of 44.4% and a speed-up of 10.2 times on average when compared to HEVC. In the second [9], 

the authors present an analysis of both the complexity and memory requirements for the VVC codec. The 

results indicate that the VVC encoder and decoder are respectively, 5× and 1.5× more complex than their 

equivalent HEVC units and that the motion estimation and compensation consume 53% of the total encoding 

time in VVC and 22% is spent in the transformation and quantization block.  

Concerning the comparison between VTM and VVenC performances, Wieckowski et al. [10] 

performed an analysis and identification of the main features and differences between the two versions of 

VVC (VTM vs VVenC) with the software reference of HEVC (HM). Results show that VVenC is 30× faster 

than VTM with a 12% bitrate increase, while still providing a 38% bitrate reduction compared to HM. In the 

faster encoding mode, VVenC runs 140× faster than VTM with a decrease of only 10% in bitrate compared 

to HM. 

Then, in the light of these results and to pave the way for a better trade-off between an accelerated 

encoder with a reduced bitrate, it is more convenient, recommended and highly useful to deeply analyze the 

complexity of this VVenC encoder, in order to analyze and identify the most computational blocs that should 

be more optimized, particularly in the field of hardware implementation projects. In this framework, by the 

present work, based on the common test conditions and reference software configurations provided by the 

JVET and Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI) groups [6], we provide a technical overview of the 

performances and issues of the new VVC encoder: VVenC (Encoder version v0.2.1.0) [11] compared to 

VVC (VTM v10.0) [12]. By taking advantage of the GNU profiler tool: GPROF [13], the performed 

comparisons cover the percentage taken by each block in terms of the processing time and the resulting 

whole encoding time. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and bit rate between VVC and VVenC 

encoders, based on the common test conditions manual, are also analyzed and compared. The profiling 

results show that the VVenC encoder presents a maximum gain of runtime of 90% and 20% respectively in 

classes A and D test sequences when compared to the VVC encoder. 

This rest of the paper is organized as follows, an overview of the main features of VVC and VVenC 

encoders is presented in the section 2. The section 3 describes the test and work environment used to analyze 

the performances and complexity of both VVenC and VVC standards. Finally, the experimental results, 

discussions, and comparisons are presented in section 4. 

 

 

2. VVC AND VVenC DESIGN ASPECTS 

VVC standard, also known as H.266 presents the basic hybrid coding architecture as the predecessor 

video compression standards, such as the H.265/high efficiency video coding (HEVC) and H.264/advanced 

video coding (AVC) standards [14]. In the VVC encoder, the block structure is designed using a highly 

flexible partitioning scheme, where each frame is divided into coding tree units (CTUs) partitions with sizes 

that can reach 128×128 and 4×4 compared to HEVC which was limited only to 64×64 and 4×4 block sizes. 
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The CTUs are then divided into coding units (CUs) using a recursive quaternary tree (RQT) followed by a 

binary or ternary tree (BT or TT), these partitioning configurations named multiple tree type (MTT) were 

newly introduced in the VVC encoder, whereas the HEVC encoder partitions are divided based only on one 

recursive quadtree: RQT. In the VVC encoder, the new flexible block partitioning with multiple tree types [15], 

provides an increase in partitioning numbers and can be useful for intra-prediction and transformation blocks. 

To address the problem of HEVC's limitations for square-shaped TUs, the VVC standard introduced 

rectangular transforms for the transform module and this way, the transforms are directly applied in the CUs, 

without the need to apply another division for the residual blocks. Similarly, the flexibility provided by the 

MTT partitioning mode includes the prediction module, where CUs can be directly used for prediction. In 

summary, the VVC standard avoids the use of transform unit (TU) and prediction unit (PU) partitions and 

CU partitions are directly used in both transformation and prediction. 

The partitioned blocks are then intra or inter-predicted. In the intra-prediction, 65 directional modes, 

instead of the only 33 modes in HEVC, in addition to the DC and planar modes that are used to predict a PU. 

Compared to HEVC, VVC has approximately twice the number of spatial intra-prediction sizes and spatial 

intra-prediction directions. The major change in the inter-prediction of VVC compared to the HEVC encoder 

is the affine motion model (AMM) which represents complex motions such as zooming, rotation, or shearing. 

This model is adopted in VVC and uses up to 1/16 motion vector (MV) precision versus only 1/4 and 1/8 for 

luma and chroma MV precisions are respectively used in HEVC. On the other hand, adaptive motion vector 

resolution (AMVR) has also been adopted into the VVC standard due to a favorable trade-off between the 

motion vector (MV) precision and the bit consumption on MV differences (MVDs) [16].  

The output (i.e., the difference between the input and predicted samples) of the intra-inter prediction 

block is then processed by the transform and quantization blocks that can convert the residue (the output 

signal) to the frequency domain and eliminate the coefficients that cannot be perceived by the human visual 

system. In the VVC encoder, in addition to the deblocking filter (DBF) and the sample adaptive offset (SAO) 

filters designed for the HEVC standard, the filtering step specifies another in-loop filter adaptive loop filter 

(ALF) [17]. The goal of the filtering process is to remove the coding artifacts resulting from the previous 

encoding techniques (prediction, transform, and quantization) using smoothing techniques. Finally, in the 

entropy coding, the context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) is still unchanged and it is used to 

compress the residual data using variable-length or arithmetic coding techniques, generating the final coded 

bitstream of the video. 

VVC encoder targets a reduction of 50% in the bit rate with the same visual quality when compared 

to the HEVC standard. The Fraunhofer versatile video encoder (VVenC) was recently initiated [11] to 

provide a fast and efficient video compression standard with a real-world example of the VVC encoder and 

decoder standard. These new improvements are based on the adaptation of extensive single instruction 

multiple data (SIMD) optimizations, the improved encoder search algorithms, and the multi-threading to 

support the parallelization. To better understand and integrate the innovations and improvements by these 

new standards, it is necessary to go through a deep comparison of their performances and an analysis of their 

complexity, which is the main aim of the present work, in order to pave the way for more and methodical 

optimizations. Hence, the next section is dedicated to the implementation assessment performed to analyze 

the complexity and the performance of both VVC and VVenC standards on Intel processors. 

 

 

3. TEST ENVIRONMENT 

3.1.  Software encoders test model 

All standard-based technologies are implemented as a "test model" to evaluate and compare the 

codec efficiency and performance. The HEVC standard is implemented as HM (HEVC test Model) reference 

software coded in C++ language and available online on the Fraunhofer HEVC website [18]. VVC encoder is 

based on the VTM (VVC test model), the open reference software implementation of VVC encoder and 

decoder standard. The latest version (the version VTM v10.0) is used in comparisons since this version 

already integrate single instruction/multiple data (SIMD) optimization kernels for Intel architecture. 

According to the Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI) document [19], the VVenC is based on an 

optimized VTM reference software providing optimizations on SIMD and multi-thread processes. This 

reference software encoder and decoder are fully available on the GitHub websites [19], [20] with the 

different steps needed to build and execute the optimized VTM to have a complete evaluation and 

verification of the proposed technologies during standardization. 
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3.2.  Test environment 

The purpose of the VTM encoder is mainly to provide a common test bed implementation of the 

VVC encoder proving a set of test sequences with, in addition, a list of encoder configurations according to 

the JVET common test conditions, these configurations include the following: 

 All intra (AI): In this mode, all frames are encoded as I-frames, which means that the motion 

estimation/compensation is disabled. This mode is too fast compared to other modes but it gets lower 

compression rates.  

 Random access (RA): In this setup, I-frames and B-frames are combined in a group of pictures (GOPs) to 

be used as references to encode the current frames. Each block of a B-frame can use up to two reference 

frames, that's why this mode takes more time compared to the All Intra mode but achieves a good 

compression rate compared to the other modes.  

 Low delay (LD): In this configuration, the first frame is encoded as an I-frame then only P-frames (or B-

frames) are used for the rest of the video sequence. This configuration can trade-off between a higher 

compression rate compared to AI mode and is faster than the RA setup.  

Concerning the VVenC standard, the encoder is adapted to five presets (randomaccess_faster.cfg, 

randomaccess_fast.cfg, randomaccess_medium.cfg, randomaccess_slow.cfg, and randomaccess_slower.cfg) [21], 

each preset presents a different trade-off between the running time and the compression rate. In the preset 

"randomaccess_faster.cfg", the encoder is much faster than the "randomaccess_slower.cfg" preset, but the 

quality and the compression rate of the encoded video are slightly lower than those achieved by the slower 

preset. 

These configurations were used to analyze the performances of the encoder and decoder in different 

modes. However, further and in-depth studies may be needed to analyze the computational complexity of 

different functions in VVC. In this paper, the analysis of the encoders (VVC and VVenC), four Qp values 

(22, 27, 32, and 37) are tested with the different configuration files presented above, by the common test 

conditions. The test sequences adopted in this work are presented in Table 1. All sequences are represented in 

a YUV 4:2:0 subsampling, with 8 bits per sample. Since 4 of the test sequences were encoded with the four 

Qp values tested and the different configurations presented in the VTM encoder, a total of 38 VTM10.0 were 

tested for the VVC encoder and a total of 64 VVenC v0.2.1.0 were tested in the VVenC encoder. The tests 

were performed on a standard platform (Intel Core i7, 3.6 GHz, 4 GB of RAM) under the Linux (Ubuntu 

18.04) operating system. 

 

 

Table 1. Test sequences 
Classes Sequences Resolution Frame rate [Hz] 

A People on street 2,560×1,600 30 

B Basketball drive 1,920×1,080 50 

C Vidyo1 1,280×720 60 

D RaceHorses 832×480 30 

E BQSquare 416×240 60 

 

 

The reference software implementations used here are the VTM10.0 [12], for VVC, and the Encoder 

version v0.2.1.0 [19], for VVenC. The profiling was performed on the Linux operating system based on the 

GPROF tool [13], and results of the spent time on each function for the two encoders are highlighted. 

GPROF, is an open-source profiling tool, it is used to learn where the encoder spent its time. Additionally, 

this tool is most often used on the Linux operating system, and it can be used for future works on different 

platforms, especially on ARM processors. This procedure leads to identifying the more time-consuming parts 

in the program code, which then need to and can be optimized, to make the encoder execution faster, which is 

always desired. Based on the Bjontgaard methodology, both bitrate and PSNR are compared in the different 

presets to have a detailed analysis of the different bitrates and compressed video qualities when compressed 

with VVC and VVenC.  

 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.  Encoder profiling results on random access-mode 

The results presented in this section focus on the most relevant HD (1,920×1,080) and UHD 

(3,840×2,160) resolution use cases with random access encoding as defined in the JVET common test 

conditions. In that regard, Figures 1 and 2 highlight respectively the profiling results of the VTM10.0 in 

random access (RA) configuration and the v0.2.1.0 (VVenC) in the randomaccess_slower preset for the 

PeopleonStreet (class A) sequence. Based on Gprof profiling results, Table 2 reports the time percentage 

taken by the various C++ classes for both VVC versions for more details on the most computational 
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functionalities. Results show that the RDCost and prediction blocks take the great amount of time in VVC. 

RDCost which corresponds to the decision block of VVC and which is responsible for the control and 

decisions of the sizes and modes used for each partition, takes 18% and 26% respectively for both VTM and 

VVenC as shown in Figures 1 and 2.  

 

 

  
  

Figure 1. Profiling results of VTM encoder Figure 2. Profiling results of VVenC encoder 

 

 

As presented in Table 2, the functions intra/inter search account for about 6% in VTM and the 

function calcHAD (Hadamard operations) takes to 11.43% in VVenC (see Table 2). In the random access 

configuration, the inter-prediction block presents the most computational block in previous standards as 

reported in the state-of-the-art [22]-[24]. In VTM, the inter prediction accounts for 26% and only 14 % in 

VVenC. This can be explained by the adaptation of the extensive SIMD optimizations (simdInterpolate 

presented in Table 2) in VVenC to accelerate the inter prediction. The filter block takes a higher percentage 

in VVenC (16%) in comparison with the percentage taken on VTM (13%), this block includes the Adaptive 

Loop Filter (1.67% in VTM, 8.57% in VVenC), the AlfCovariance (0.4% in VTM, 2.95% in VVEnC) and 

the SIMDFilter as presented in Table 2. The transformation/quantization block is also optimized in the 

VVenC encoder by the adaptation of the multithreading technique, this can be explained by the difference of 

consumed time in this block from 15% in VTM to 9% in VVenC which includes the DQIntern, DCT, DST, 

and TrQuant functions as shown in Table 2. Based on these results, our study demonstrates that the inter 

prediction and RDCost still the most computational blocks, that for future studies, must be explored and 

optimized using different optimized implementation technics (parallelism, hardware implementation) to 

accelerate more the encoding time. 

 

 

Table 2. Profiling results for VVC and VVenC encoders; distribution by class 
Blocks  Functions VTM  VVenC  

RDCost XCalcHAD 0,01% 11,43% 

InterSearch 4.57% 1.08% 

RDO 12.07% 13.46% 

IntraSearch 1.38% 0.29% 

Intra Prediction IntraPrediction 4.52% 1.06% 

Inter prediction Interpolation Filter 3.48% 0.39% 

SIMDInterpolate 0.2% 4.37% 

Inter Prediction 21.95% 9.28% 

Trans&Quant TRQuant 2.03% 0.93% 

DQIntern 9.65% 7.09% 

DCT & DST 3.5% 0.47% 

Filter AlfCovariance 0.4% 2.95% 

Adaptive Loop Filter 1,67% 8,57% 

SIMDFilter 11.13% 4,35% 

Entropy CABACWriter 5.02% 1.04% 

 

 

4.2.  Encoder profiling results on all intra mode 

The VTM10.0 has also been profiled in the case of the all intra mode to determine the most time-

consuming functions presented in the intra-prediction mode as shown in Figure 3. In the AI configuration 
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compared to the RA configuration, it is evident that motion estimation takes 0% because of disabling the 

motion compensation coding in this setup. The transformation/quantization and the intra-prediction blocks 

take a significant amount of the encoding time (34.21%, as shown in Figure 3 for the TrQuant and 17% for 

the intra-prediction), where the calculation of angular and planar modes are strongly presented. Computation 

of the sum of absolute differences (SAD) and other distortion metrics takes place in the TComRdCost class, 

which accounts for about 12% of the encoding time. Furthermore, partitioning functionalities account for 

14%, this high percentage can be explained by the new partitioning methods that were newly introduced on 

VVC and that are based on binary, ternary, and quaternary trees as described in section 2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Profiling results of VVC encoder using AI configuration 

 

 

4.3.  VVC vs VVenC compression and quality analysis results 

Table 3 shows the encoding times, the PSNR, and the bit rates for the classes A, C, D, and E. 

Results present the approximate average comparisons for the four predefined preset modes 

(randomaccess_slower.cfg, randomaccess_Medium.cfg, randomaccess_Fast.cfg and randomaccess_Faster.cfg). 

The quality and compression efficiency were measured based on the Bjontegaard-Delta PSNR (BD-PSNR) 

and bitrate (BD-BR) respectively [25]. The BD-PSNR represents the average difference in PSNR between 

the resulting bitstream quality of the VTM encoder and the VVenC encoder. The BD-BR is the difference 

between the bit rates of VTM and VVenC encoders. Additionally, the performances of VVenC is evaluated 

in comparison with the VTM encoder in terms of encoding time that is calculated using the following: 

 

∆𝑇 = (𝑇1 − 𝑇2)/𝑇1  
 
Where T1 and T2 are the running time of the VTM 10.0 and v0.2.1.0 respectively. 

In the analysis results presented in the Table 3, we found that the encoding time in VVenC was 

optimized by a maximum percentage of 90% in class A in the faster-preset mode (randomaccess_Faster.cfg), 

and a minimum of 28.22% in class C in the slower preset mode (randomaccess_Slower.cfg). On the other 

hand, the bitrate was increased by around 20% in the slower mode and a minimum of 2% in fast and faster 

presets. 
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Table 3. VTM vs VVenC timing, PSNR, and bit rate comparison 
 Faster Fast Medium Slower 

ΔT 

(%) 

BD-

PSNR 

(%) 

BD-

BR 

(%) 

ΔT 

(%) 

BD-

PSNR 

(%) 

BD-

BR 

(%) 

ΔT 

(%) 

BD-

PSNR 

(%) 

BD-

BR 

(%) 

ΔT 

(%) 

BD-

PSNR 

(%) 

BD-

BR 

(%) 

A 90.06 -0.77 5.78 80.88 -0.23 9.54 62.55 -0.09 12.13 44.5 -0.35 13.08 

C 87.1 -0.9 7.02 86.43 -0.53 10.2 73.99 -0.07 11.87 28.22 -0.04 14.96 

D 78.65 -1.24 9.07 78.31 -1.55 11.79 58.67 -2.3 12.2 40 -1.08 19.2 

E 87.05 -2.06 2.43 86.06 -1.4 2.52 74.89 -0.81 6.57 63.8 -0.44 8.02 

 
 

4.4.  Discussion 

Figures 4 and 5 show respectively the gain in runtime and the bit rates for classes A, C, D, and E 

concerning the slower, medium, fast, and faster-preset modes for the VVenC encoder. It can be seen that this 

encoder is faster in the Faster mode when compared to the medium and slower modes for classes A, C, D, 

and E. The bit rate is more increased in the slowest presets (19.2% in the slower mode, 12.2% in the medium 

mode, 11.79% in the fast mode and 9.07% in the faster mode as presented in the Table 3). Wieckowski et al. [10], 

the encoding time has also been accelerated in VVenC, results show that VVenC is 140× and 30× faster than 

VTM with a 12% and 22% increases in the bitrate, respectively for faster and slower presets. In conclusion, 

to have a good tradeoff between encoder runtime and BD-rate performance in the VVenC encoder, the 

medium preset (randomaccess_medium.cfg) is recommended.  

Based on the analysis and profiling results performed in this work and presented in the previous 

section, Figure 6 presents the results of the comparison between the algorithmic complexity per module for 

the two encoders: VTM and VVenC. For the sake of visibility, the Y-axis displayed the average running time 

for both VTM and VVenC encoders for all blocks where the green color refers to the VVenC encoder and the 

blue color refers to the VTM encoder. In VVenC, the most complex module is the filter followed by the 

RDCost functions that is also more complex than in the VTM encoder. The other blocks present a higher 

complexity in VTM in comparison to the VVenC encoder (entropy, motion compensation, intra and 

transform/quantization are more complex in VTM compared to VVenC by factors of x5, x2.5, x2, and x2 as 

highlighted in Figure 6). As a result, the more optimized block in VVenC compared to VTM version is the 

entropy block that presents a factor of 5 times in terms of running time compared to VVenC. 
 

 

  
  

Figure 4. Comparison of the runtime gain Figure 5. Comparison of the gain in bit rate 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Complexity comparison by module using GPROF 
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5. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, a profiling analysis between the current state-of-the-art VTM encoder and its 

optimized version VVenC encoder is presented. Based on the GPROF tool the profiling results show that the 

RDCost and motion compensation (MC) are the most computational blocks both for VVenC and VTM 

encoders in the random access mode. When in terms of complexity the entropy functionalities are 5 times 

more optimized in VVenC compared to VTM encoder. A comparison of the execution time, PSNR, and bit 

rate between VTM and VVenC encoders proves that the VVenC is too fast compared to VTM with a 

percentage that can reach 90% in PeopleOnStreet test sequence, and more optimized in terms of bit rate by a 

percentage of 20% in RaceHorses class. These statistical results are helpful for hardware implementation 

projects and provide valuable insight for researchers in the field of multimedia systems that focus on 

developing solutions to enable this emerging technology in next-generation devices. Users can then easily 

have a clear idea of which block to focus on to accelerate the optimization and hardware implementation of 

this new standard. 
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